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Following their debut recording, the 2006 EP ‘Wolves’ + 4, Liberty Fuse Records is
proud to announce that Washington, DC based group CITY-STATE will debut Monument, their first full-length album on May 15, 2007. Along with original members Jim
Anderson, Matthew Kalinowski, Daryl Marco, and Joao Malhinha, Monument features
contributions from several prominent area musicians, including violinist Winston Yu
(These United States, Brandon Butler) and cellist Jenny Petrow (Carol Bui, Alina
Simone), as well as remixes by A Study in Her and Brownstone Megaphone.
While still maintaining the raw sincerity and driven grandeur of their early work,
Monument marks a change in direction from the band’s home-recorded debut EP.

TRACK LISTING:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

great lakes
mary
this place
the dakota
monument to the 3rd international
arlanda terminal
idea
you wait/wolves (a study in her vs the
mirror orchid remix)
09 invincible summer (brownstone megaphone remix)
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Working with Don Zientara (Fugazi, Q And Not U, The Walkmen) at Inner Ear Studios
(as well as with Keny Ruyter of East Coast Bands) and adding finishing touches in their
home studio, CITY-STATE labored to craft a more refined sound. The result brings to
mind a range of influences including Interpol, and Sufjan Stevens as well as bands
from an earlier era like Television and Roxy Music.
Shortly after recording Monument in the fall of 2006, CITY-STATE amicably parted
ways with Matthew. Local newcomer, Forrest Yingling, has signed on to hold down the
vacant post, for both live and all future endeavors.
POINTS OF INTEREST:
- Tracks 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7 recorded by Don Zientara at Inner Ear Studios.
- Tracks 2 and 4 recorded by Keny Ruyter at East Coast Bands.
- Original recordings of “You Wait”, “Wolves,” and “Invincible Summer” can be found
on the ‘Wolves’ + 4 EP.
- Targeted service to US and Canadian press, college radio, commercial speciality
radio, and key retail.
PRESS FOR “‘WOLVES’ + 4”:
“Five tracks which will leave you wanting more, ... their music is quite mesmerizing,
Invincible Summer literally sent shivers down my spine..." - UNTITLED RECORDS

TOUR:
CITY-STATE plan on playing local and
regional shows throughout the summer and
fall of 2007.

BAND CONTACT:
p: (240) 515-4470
e: booking@city-state.net
w: www.city-state.net

“..the other four songs on their EP...are darn good listening too--a little bit like Interpol
or British Sea Power, with dark melodies and strong vocals.” - SPEED OF DARK
CITY-STATE IS:
Jim Anderson (vocals, guitars)
Matthew Kalinowski (guitars, keys, vocals) * recording
Forrest Yingling (guitars, keys) * live
Daryl Marco (bass, keys)
Joao Malhinha (drums, percussion)
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